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A Density version of Waring’s problem
Juho Salmensuu
Abstract
In this paper, we study a density version of Waring’s problem. We prove that a positive
density subset of kth-powers forms an asymptotic additive basis of order O(k2) provided
that the relative lower density of the set is greater than (1− Z−1k /2)
1/k, where Zk is certain
constant depending on k for which it holds that Zk > 1 for every k and limk→∞Zk = 1.
1 Introduction
1.1 Statements of results
Waring’s problem is probably one of the most studied additive problem in number theory. There
are numerous different kinds of problems related to Waring’s problem that have been widely
studied. In this paper, we study a problem that has not been previously studied. We investigate,
when a positive density subset of kth-powers forms an asymptotic additive basis. This problem
is motivated by the similar results related to Goldbach’s problem [LP10], [Sha14]. For example
Shao [Sha14] proved that if A is a subset of the primes, and the lower density of A in the primes is
larger than 5/8, then all sufficiently large odd positive integers can be written as the sum of three
primes in A. The key to studying these kinds of problems is the transference principle introduced
by Green [Gre05].
Let k ≥ 2 be an integer. Set N(k) := {tk : t ∈ N} and Z(k)m := {tk : t ∈ Zm}, where
Zm := Z/mZ. Let A ⊆ N(k). Define
δA = δ(A) := lim inf
N→∞
|A ∩ [N ]|
|N(k) ∩ [N ]| ,
where [N ] := {1, . . . , N}. For m ∈ N let P (m) :=∏p≤m pk and
Zk := lim
m→∞
|Z(k)P (m)|
|{a ∈ Z(k)P (m) | (a, P (m)) = 1}|
. (1.1)
We will prove later that limk→∞ Zk = 1.
For each prime p and k ∈ N, define τ(k, p) so that pτ(k,p)||k, where ph||k means that ph|k and
ph+1 ∤ k. Let
Rk :=
∏
(p−1)|k
pη(k,p), (1.2)
where
η(k, p) :=
{
τ(k, p) + 2 if p = 2 and τ(k, p) > 0
τ(k, p) + 1 otherwise
(1.3)
For n ∈ N let the function ω(n) denote the number of distinct prime divisors of n.
Our main result is the following.
Theorem 1.1. Let s, k ∈ N, k ≥ 2, s > max(16kω(k) + 4k + 3, k2 + k) and let A ⊆ N(k) be such
that δ(A) > (1 − Z−1k /2)1/k. Then, for all sufficiently large integers n ≡ s (mod Rk), we have
n ∈ sA.
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In the proof of the last theorem, due to some technical difficulties, we need to restrict to the
elements of A which do not have small prime factors. This leads to the congruence condition in
the previous theorem. We can relax the density condition if we allow the number of summands to
be very large depending on k.
Theorem 1.2. Let k ≥ 2 and δ > 0. Let A ⊆ N(k) be such that A is not a subset of any non-trivial
arithmetic progression and δ(A) > δ. There exists s = s(k, δ) ∈ N such that all sufficiently large
natural numbers belongs to the set sA.
One can easily see, using Fermat’s little theorem, that the set A ⊆ N(k) does not belong to any
non-trivial arithmetic progression if δ(A) > maxp:p−1|k
p−1
p . Since (1/2)
1/k > kk+1 , we have also
the following corollary.
Corollary 1.3. Let s, k ∈ N, k ≥ 2, s > max(16kω(k) + 4k+ 3, k2 + k) +Rk and let A ⊆ N(k) be
such that δ(A) > (1−Z−1k /2)1/k. Then, for all sufficiently large n ∈ N, we have n ∈ sA.
Proof. For q ∈ N, let Aq := {b ∈ Zq | ∃a ∈ A : b ≡ a (mod q)}. Let P = {p : p − 1|k}. By
δ(A) > maxp∈P
p−1
p and Fermat’s little theorem we see that Apη(k,p) = {0, 1} for all p ∈ P . Hence
sApη(k,p) = Zpη(k,p) for all s ≥ pη(k,p) and p ∈ P . Therefore by the Chinese remainder theorem
sARk = ZRk for all s ≥ maxp:p−1|k pη(k,p). The rest now follows from Theorem 1.1.
1.2 Outline of the proof of Theorem 1.1
We will prove Theorem 1.1 using the transference principle, which we will introduce in Section 3.
Let f be a weighted W -tricked characteristic function of the set A in Theorem 1.1. In order
to the transference principle to work we need that the function f satisfies three conditions. 1) f
needs to satisfy a sufficient mean condition. 2) f has to have a pseudorandom majorant function.
3) f has to satisfy a suitable restriction estimate. We establish these conditions in Sections 6, 7
and 8 respectively.
Both the pseudorandomness condition and the restriction estimate can be dealt with the stan-
dard circle method machinery with minor alterations. The mean condition also follows from simple
calculations.
Another main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is solving the local density version of
Waring’s problem. Essentially we want to prove that if A ⊆ Z := {a ∈ Z(k)P (w) | (a, P (w)) = 1} and
|A| > 12 |Z|, then sA = ZP (w) for some suitably large s depending on k, where P (w) =
∏
p≤w p
k
and w ∈ N. We prove this in Section 5. This is done by adequately using the Chinese remainder
theorem, Hensel’s lemma and Cauchy-Davenport theorem.
Remark 1. The transference lemma (Proposition 3.9) gives us limition δA > 2
−1/k. Our result
(Theorem 1.1) comes close to this when k is sufficiently large. In particularly for small k, we have
some density loss because it is not possible to prove the pseudorandomness condition for fb (for
the definition of fb see (4.2)), when (W, b) > 1: If (W, b) > 1, we will eventually lose w-smoothness
of W in calculations, which is crucial for proving the pseudorandomness. There is a way to define
fb so that it satisfies pseudorandomness condition for all b ∈ Z(k)W , but this leads to a significantly
more difficult local problem, which we were not able to solve.
Acknowledgments The author wants to thank Oleksiy Klurman for suggesting this interesting
problem. The author thanks Trevor Wooley for showing the alternative way of doing the ǫ-removal
that we present in Section 8. The author is also grateful to his supervisor Kaisa Matomäki for
many useful discussions. During the work author was supported by Emil Aaltonen foundation.
2 Notation
For the rest of the paper we are going to assume that k ≥ 2 is a fixed integer.
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Let s ∈ N and s ≥ 2. For the set A ⊆ N we define the sumset by
sA = {a1 + · · ·+ as | a1, . . . , as ∈ A}.
For any integers q, b, we define the sets
b+A = {b}+A
and
q · A = {qa | a ∈ A}.
For finitely supported functions f, g : Z→ C, we define convolution f ∗ g by
f ∗ g(n) =
∑
a+b=n
f(a)g(b).
For a set A, write 1A(x) for its characteristic function. Let A,B ⊆ [N ] and η > 0. We define
Sη(A,B) by
Sη(A,B) = {n : 1A ∗ 1B(n) ≥ ηN}.
The Fourier transform of a finitely supported function f : Z→ C is defined by
f̂(α) =
∑
n∈Z
f(n)e(−nα)
where e(x) = e2πix. We will also use notation eW (n) as an abbreviation for e(n/W ).
Let f : R → C and g : R → R+. We write f = O(g), f ≪ g if there exists a constant C > 0
such that |f(x)| ≤ Cg(x) for all values of x in the domain of f . If f takes only positive values we
then define similarly f ≫ g if there exists a constant C > 0 such that f(x) ≥ Cg(x) for all values
of x in the domain of f . If the implied constant C depends on some contant ǫ we use notations
Oǫ,≪ǫ,≫ǫ. If f ≪ g and f ≫ g we write f ≍ g. We also write f = o(g) if
lim
x→∞
f(x)
g(x)
= 0.
The function f is asymptotic to g, denoted f ∼ g if
lim
x→∞
f(x)
g(x)
= 1.
We will use notation T for R/Z. We also define the Lp-norm
||f ||p =
(∫
T
|f(α)|pdα
)1/p
for function f : T→ C.
3 Transference principle
In this section, we apply the transference principle to prove the transference lemma (Proposition
3.9 below), which we will use to prove our main theorem. The idea of the transference principle
is to transfer an additive combinatorial result from the integers to a sparse subset of the integers.
Particularly these sparse subsets need to be pseudorandom.
3
3.1 The sumset problem in dense settings
In this subsection, we prove the sumset result, where the sets of the problem are positive density
subsets of natural numbers. We will later transfer the solution of this dense problem, using the
transference principle, to the solution of our sparse problem (the density version of Waring’s
problem).
We need the following lemma from [GR05, Corollary 6.2] that is quantitative version of Cauchy-
Davenport theorem.
Lemma 3.1. Let η > 0 and p be a prime. Let A,B ⊆ Zp and |A|, |B| ≥ √ηp. Then
|Sη(A,B)| ≥ min(p, |A|+ |B| − 1)− 3√ηp.
Using the previous lemma inductively we prove the following result.
Lemma 3.2. Let p be a prime, s ∈ N, s ≥ 2, ǫ > 2s/p and let B1, . . . , Bs ⊆ Zp be such that∑
i |Bi| > (1 + ǫ)p and |Bi| > (ǫ/s)p for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s}. Then, for all n ∈ Zp, we have
1B1 ∗ · · · ∗ 1Bs(n) ≫ǫ,s ps−1.
Proof. Let η = ǫ/6s2,
R1 := B1 and Ri+1 := Sη2(Ri, Bi+1) (3.1)
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s− 1}. Now it follows from Lemma 3.1 that
|R2| = |Sη2(B1, B2)| ≥ min(p, |B1|+ |B2| − 1)− 3ηp.
Similarly
|R3| = |Sη2(R2, B3)| ≥ min(p, |R2|+ |B3| − 1)− 3ηp
≥ min(p, |B1|+ |B2|+ |B3| − 2)− 6ηp.
Repeating this argument inductively, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , s− 2}, we get that
|Rs−1| ≥ min
(
p,
∑
1≤i≤s−1
|Bi| − (s− 2)
)
− 3(s− 2)ηp.
For n0 ∈ N let N(n0) := |{(a, b) ∈ Rs−1 ×Bs : a+ b ≡ n0 (mod p)}|. We see that
N(n0) = |Bs ∩ (n0 −Rs−1)| = |Bs \ (Zp \ (n0 −Rs−1))|.
Hence
N(n0) ≥ |Rs−1| − (p− |Bs|)
≥ min
(
p+ |Bs|,
s∑
i=1
|Bi| − (s− 2)
)
− 3(s− 2)ηp− p
> min
(
p+ (ǫ/s)p, (1 + ǫ)p− s
)
− 3sηp− p
= ǫ′p,
where ǫ′ = min(ǫ/s− 3sη, ǫ− (3sη + s/p)) > ǫ/4. Now, for all n ∈ Zp, we have that
1B1 ∗ · · · ∗ 1Bs(n) ≥
∑
a+b=n
a∈Rs−1
b∈Bs
1B1 ∗ · · · ∗ 1Bs−1(a)1Bs(b)
≥ ǫ′p min
b∈Rs−1
1B1 ∗ · · · ∗ 1Bs−1(b)
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≥ ǫ′p min
b∈Rs−1
∑
i+j=b
i∈Rs−2
j∈Bs−1
1B1 ∗ · · · ∗ 1Bs−2(i)
≥ ǫ′pη2p min
i∈Rs−2
1B1 ∗ · · · ∗ 1Bs−2(i).
Repeating the last two steps in the previous argument s− 3 times, it follows that
1B1 ∗ · · · ∗ 1Bs(n) ≥ ǫ′η2(s−2)ps−1.
Now we are ready to prove the following sumset lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let ǫ > 0, s ≥ 2 and let A1, . . . , As ⊆ [N ] be such that
∑
i |Ai| > (s(1 + ǫ)/2)N
and |Ai| > (ǫ/2)N for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s}. Then there exists c(ǫ, s) > 0 such that, for all n ∈(
(1− ǫ216 ) sN2 , (1 + ǫ4 ) sN2
)
, we have
1A1 ∗ · · · ∗ 1As(n) ≥ c(ǫ, s)Ns−1,
provided that N is sufficiently large depending on ǫ.
Proof. Let p be a prime such that p ∈
(
(1+κ)sN
2 ,
(1+2κ)sN
2
)
, where κ = ǫ/4. Such a prime exists
by the prime number theorem provided that N is large enough depending on ǫ. For i ∈ {1, . . . , s}
define Bi ⊆ Zp by Bi := {a (mod p) : a ∈ Ai}. We see that
s∑
i=1
|Bi| =
s∑
i=1
|Ai| > s(1 + ǫ)
2
N =
1 + 4κ
2
sN > (1 + κ′)p,
where κ′ = 2κ1+2κ . Similarly |Bi| > (κ′/s)p for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s}. Assuming that N is sufficiently
large depending on ǫ, we have that κ′ > 2s/p. Hence it follows from Lemma 3.3 that, for any
n ∈ Zp,
1B1 ∗ · · · ∗ 1Bs(n) ≫ǫ,s ps−1 ≫ǫ,s Ns−1.
For each integer n ∈ A1+ · · ·+As we have n ≤ sN < 21+κp. On the other hand, for n ∈
(
1−κ
1+κp, p
)
,
we have p+ n > 21+κp. Thus, for n ∈
(
1−κ2
2 sN,
1+κ
2 sN
)
, we have
1B1 ∗ · · · ∗ 1Bs(n) = 1A1 ∗ · · · ∗ 1As(n)
and the claim follows.
3.2 Transference
In this subsection, we establish the transference lemma, which we will use to prove our main
theorem. But first, we introduce some necessary definitions.
Definition 3.4. Let η > 0 and N ∈ N. We say that function f : [N ]→ R≥0 is η-pseudorandom
if there exists a majorant function νf such that f ≤ νf pointwise and ||ν̂f − 1̂[N ]||∞ ≤ ηN .
Definition 3.5. Let q > 1, N ∈ N and K ≥ 1. We say that function f : [N ] → R≥0 is
q-restricted with constant K if ||f̂ ||q ≤ KN1−1/q.
Definition 3.6. Let δ > 0 and N ∈ N. We say that function f : [N ] → R≥0 is δ-uniform if
||f̂ ||∞ ≤ δN .
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Let N ∈ N, δ > 0 and f : [N ]→ R≥0 be a function. Let T be the set of large frequencies of f :
T := {γ ∈ T : |f̂(γ)| ≥ δN}
We also define a Bohr set using these frequencies:
B(δ,N) = {1 ≤ b ≤ δN : ||bγ||T < δ/2π : ∀γ ∈ T }.
For the choice of N, δ, f we define f∗δ,N(n) := Ea,b∈B f(n+ a− b) and funfδ,N := f − f∗δ,N .
Now we can state the following lemma that is the core of the transference principle.
Lemma 3.7. Let δ > 0, N ∈ N and K ≥ 1. Let f : [N ] → R≥0 be η-pseudorandom and
q-restricted with constant K. Then
(i) 0 ≤ f∗δ,N(n) ≤ 1 +Oδ(η) for all n ∈ [N ]
(ii) funfδ,N is δ-uniform
(iii) f∗δ,N and f
unf
δ,N are q-restricted with constant K.
Proof. See the proof of [MMS17, Lemma 4.3].
Next, we prove that the functions f1 ∗ · · · ∗ fs and (f1)∗δ,N ∗ · · · ∗ (fs)∗δ,N are in a certain sense
close to each other.
Lemma 3.8. Let δ > 0, η > 0, N ∈ N and K ≥ 1. Let also s ∈ N, q ∈ (s − 1, s) and, for
each i ∈ {1, . . . , s}, let fi : [N ]→ R≥0 be a function that is η-pseudorandom and q-restricted with
constant K. Then, for all n ∈ [N ],
|f1 ∗ · · · ∗ fs(n)− (f1)∗δ,N ∗ · · · ∗ (fs)∗δ,N (n)| ≤ 2sδs−qKqNs−1.
Proof. Denote funfi = (fi)
unf
δ,N and f
∗
i = (fi)
∗
δ,N for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s}. We see that
f1 ∗ · · · ∗ fs(n) = f∗1 ∗ · · · ∗ f∗s (n) +
∑
gi∈{f
∗
i ,f
unf
i }
∃i:gi=f
unf
i
g1 ∗ · · · ∗ gs(n).
Now choose a = q − s + 1 ∈ (0, 1). Let i ∈ {1, . . . , s} be such that gi = funfi . Without loss of
generality we can assume that i = 1. By Hölder’s inequality and Lemma 3.7 we have that
|g1 ∗ · · · ∗ gs(n)| ≤
∫
T
|ĝ1(γ) · · · ĝs(γ)|dγ
≤ ||f̂unf1 ||1−a∞
∫
T
|f̂unf1 |a|ĝ2(γ) · · · ĝs(γ)|dγ
≤ ||f̂unf1 ||1−a∞ ||(f̂unf1 )a||q/a||ĝ2||q · · · ||ĝs||q
= ||f̂unf1 ||1−a∞ ||f̂unf1 ||aq ||ĝ2||q · · · ||ĝs||q
≤ (δN)1−aKaNa(1−1/q)Ks−1N (s−1)(1−1/q)
= δ1−aKs−1+aNs−1.
Thus ∣∣∣ ∑
gi∈{f
∗
i ,f
unf
i }
∃i:gi=f
unf
i
g1 ∗ · · · ∗ gs(n)
∣∣∣ ≤ 2sδs−qKqNs−1.
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Now we are ready to prove the transference lemma which we will use to prove our main theorem.
Proposition 3.9. (Transference lemma) Let s ≥ 2, s − 1 < q < s, K ≥ 1 and ǫ, η ∈ (0, 1).
Let N be a natural number and, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , s} let fi : [N ] → R≥0 be a function that is
η-pseudorandom and q-restricted with constant K. Assume also that
En∈[N ]f1(n) + · · ·+ fs(n) > s(1 + ǫ)/2 (3.2)
and
En∈[N ]fi(n) > ǫ/2 (3.3)
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s}. Write κ := ǫ/32. Assume that η is sufficiently small depending on ǫ,K, q
and s. Then, for all n ∈
(
(1− κ2) sN2 , (1 + κ) sN2
)
, we have
f1 ∗ · · · ∗ fs(n) ≥ c(ǫ, s)Ns−1,
where c(ǫ, s) > 0 is a constant depending only on ǫ and s.
Proof. Let δ ∈ (0, ǫ/8) to be chosen later depending on ǫ, s,K and q. Denote funfi = (fi)unfδ,N
and f∗i = (fi)
∗
δ,N for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s}. Write λ := ǫ/8 and let Ai = {n : f∗i (n) > λ} for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , s}. By Lemma 3.8 we get that
f1 ∗ · · · ∗ fs(n) ≥ f∗1 ∗ · · · ∗ f∗s (n)− 2sδs−qKqNs−1
=
∑
a1+···+as=n
ai∈[N ]
f∗1 (a1) · · · f∗s (as)− 2sδs−qKqNs−1
≥
∑
a1+···+as=n
ai∈Ai
f∗1 (a1) · · · f∗s (as)− 2sδs−qKqNs−1
≥ λs
∑
a1+···+as=n
1A1(a1) · · · 1As(as)− 2sδs−qKqNs−1
≥ λs1A1 ∗ · · · ∗ 1As(n)− 2sδs−qKqNs−1. (3.4)
For all i ∈ {1, . . . , s}, by the definition of f∗i and Lemma 3.7 (ii), we get that
En∈[N ]f
∗
i (n) = En∈[N ]fi(n)− En∈[N ]funfi (n)
≥ En∈[N ]fi(n)− δ
> ǫ/2− δ.
By Lemma 3.7 (i) we see that
En∈[N ] f
∗
i (n) ≤
1
N
∑
n∈Ai
(1 +Oδ(η)) + En∈[N ] λ.
Thus by (3.3)
(1 +Oδ(η))|Ai| > (ǫ/2− δ − λ)N > (ǫ/4)N.
Similarly, using (3.2) in place of (3.3), we get that
s(1 + ǫ)/2− sδ ≤ En∈[N ] f∗1 (n) + · · ·+ f∗s (n) ≤
1
N
s∑
i=1
∑
n∈Ai
(1 +Oδ(η)) + sEn∈[N ] λ
and so
(1 +Oδ(η))
s∑
i=1
|Ai| > (s(1 + ǫ)/2− sδ − sλ)N > (s(1 + ǫ/4)/2)N.
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We can assume that η is small enough in terms of ǫ and δ, since otherwise the conclusion can be
made trivial. Hence
∑
i |Ai| > (s(1+λ)/2)N and |Ai| > (λ/2)N for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s}. Let c′(λ, s)
be the constant in Lemma 3.3. Then the inequality (3.4) and Lemma 3.3 imply that
f1 ∗ · · · ∗ fs(n) ≥ (λsc′(λ, s)− 2sδs−qKq)Ns−1
for all n ∈
(
(1− λ216 ) sN2 , (1 + λ4 ) sN2
)
. The result now follows by choosing δ to be sufficiently small
in terms of ǫ, s,K, q.
In the previous lemma the condition (3.2) is strict: If En∈[N ]f1(n)+ · · ·+fs(n) ≤ s/2, then the
sets A1, . . . , As in the proof of Proposition 3.9 can all be subsets of same non-trivial arithmetic
progression, which means that also the sumset A1 + · · ·+As is subset of a non-trivial arithmetic
progression and so f∗1 ∗ · · · ∗ f∗s (n) > 0 is not true for all n ∈
(
1−κ2
2 sN,
1+κ
2 sN
)
.
4 Proof of the main theorem
In this section, we will prove Theorem 1.1 using the transference lemma (Proposition 3.9) assuming
some lemmas which we will prove later. We will also prove Theorem 1.2.
4.1 Definitions
Let A ⊆ N(k), N ∈ N, w = log log logN and
W :=
∏
p≤w
pk. (4.1)
Let b ∈ [W ] be such that b ∈ Z(k)W . Define σW (b) := |{z ∈ ZW | zk ≡ b (mod W )}|. Define
functions fb, νb : [N ]→ R≥0 by
fb(n) :=
{ k
σW (b)
tk−1 if Wn+ b = tk ∈ A
0 otherwise,
(4.2)
and
νb(n) :=
{
k
σW (b)
tk−1 if Wn+ b = tk ∈ N(k)
0 otherwise.
(4.3)
Clearly fb(n) ≤ νb(n) for all n ∈ [N ]. The purpose of W -trick in the definitions of fb and νb is
to make pseudorandomness of νb possible. The normalization of fb and νb is used to ensure that
En∈[M ] νb(n) ∼ 1, when b ∈ Z(k)W .
Define Z(q) := {a ∈ Z(k)q | (a, q) = 1}. Define also the function g : [W ]× N→ R≥0 by
g(b,M) := En∈[M ] fb(n). (4.4)
For the rest of the paper we will assume the notation of this subsection.
4.2 Key lemmas
We will apply Proposition 3.9 to the function fb. The following three lemmas (to be proven later)
show that the function fb is η-pseudorandom, q-restricted and satisfies the mean condition of
Proposition 3.9.
Proposition 4.1. (Mean value lemma) Let ǫ ∈ (0, 1/6) and let N be sufficiently large depending
on ǫ. Let δA > (1 − (1/2 − 3ǫ)Z−1k )1/k and s ≥ 16kω(k) + 4k + 4. Then, for all n ∈ ZW with
n ≡ s (mod Rk), there exist numbers b1, . . . , bs ∈ Z(W ) such that n ≡ b1 + · · · + bs (mod W ),
g(bi, N) > ǫ/2 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s} and
g(b1, N) + · · ·+ g(bs, N) > s(1 + ǫ)
2
.
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We will prove Proposition 4.1 in Section 6. The main ingredient in the proof of Proposition
4.1 is a local density version of Waring’s problem. We will state and prove this local problem in
Section 5.
Proposition 4.2. (Pseudorandomness) Let α ∈ T. Assume that σW (b) 6= 0 and (b,W ) = 1.
Then
|ν̂b(α) − 1̂[N ](α)| = ok(N).
We will prove Proposition 4.2 in Section 7. The proof uses a standard circle method analysis
of major and minor arcs.
Proposition 4.3. (Restriction estimate) Let s > max(k2 + k, 4k). Assume that σW (b) 6= 0
and (b,W ) = 1. Then there exists q ∈ (s− 1, s) such that
||f̂b||q ≪k N1−1/q.
We will prove Proposition 4.3 in Section 8. The proof is based on Vinogradov’s mean value
theorem and the ǫ-removal technique.
4.3 Conclusion
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.1 assuming the propositions presented in the previous
subsection.
Proof of Theorem 1.1 assuming Propositions 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. Let n0 be a large natural number
for which n0 ≡ s (mod Rk). Our goal is to prove that n0 ∈ sA provided that n0 is sufficiently
large.
LetN := ⌊2n0/sW ⌋. Choose ǫ ∈ (0, 1/6) such that δA > (1−(1/2−3ǫ)Z−1k )1/k. By Proposition
4.1 there exist b1, . . . , bs ∈ [W ] such that n0 ≡ b1 + · · · + bs (mod W ), (bi mod W ) ∈ Z(W ),
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s}, and the mean conditions (3.2) and (3.3) of Proposition 3.9 hold for the
functions fb1 , . . . , fbs . By Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 also pseudorandomness condition and restriction
condition of Proposition 3.9 hold for the functions fb1 , . . . , fbs for some q ∈ (s− 1, s), K > 0 and
for any η > 0. Assume now that N is sufficiently large depending on ǫ and η is sufficiently small
depending on ǫ,K, q, s. Then by Proposition 3.9
fb1 ∗ · · · ∗ fbs(n) > 0,
for all n ∈ ( 1−κ22 sN, 1+κ2 sN), where κ = ǫ/32. This means that, for all such n,
Wn+ b1 + · · ·+ bs ∈ sA. (4.5)
Set n = (n0− b1 · · · − bs)/W ∈ N. Then n ∼ sN/2 and so n ∈
(
1−κ2
2 sN,
1+κ
2 sN
)
provided that N
is sufficiently large in terms of κ. Thus n0 ∈ sA by (4.5).
We also prove Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. For B ⊂ N and s ∈ N let
rsB(n) := |{a1, . . . , as ∈ B | n = a1 + · · ·+ as}|.
Let N ∈ N be sufficiently large and A′ = A ∩ [N ]. By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and [Nat96,
Theorem 5.7]( ∑
n∈sA′
rsA′(n)
)2
≤ |sA′|
∑
n∈sA′
rsA′(n)
2 ≤ |sA′|
∑
n∈[N ]
rsN(k)∩[N ](n)
2 ≪k |sA′|N2s/k−1
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provided that s > 2k. On the other hand∑
n∈sA′
rsA′(n) ≥ |A ∩ [N/s]|s ≫s Ns/k.
Hence
|s(A ∪ [N ])| > c(s)N (4.6)
for all large N ∈ N and for some small constant c(s) > 0 that depends only on s.
Let A′ = A −minA. We see that 0 ∈ A′. Since A is not subset of any non-trivial arithmetic
progression, then also A′ is not subset of any non-trivial arithmetic progression and therefore there
exist two elements a, b ∈ A′ such that (a, b) = 1. This implies with Bezout’s identity that sA′ and
so sA = sminA + sA′ contains two consecutive integers provided that s is large enough. Hence
there exists N ′ ∈ N such that, for B := sA − N ′, we have 0, 1 ∈ B and B has a positive lower
density by (4.6).
We define Shnirel’man density
σ(A) := inf
N∈N
|A ∩ [N ]|
N
.
We can see that σ(B) > 0. Thus by [Nat96, Theorem 7.7] we have that there exist s′ ∈ N such
that s′B = N. Therefore all sufficiently large natural numbers belong to the sumset (s′s)A.
5 Local problem
In this section, we study the local density version of Waring’s problem. This problem is the key
new ingredient in solving the density version of Waring’s problem. Recall that Z(q) = {a ∈ Z(k)q |
(a, q) = 1}. For prime p and e ≥ 1, we see by [IR90, Chapter 4: §2] that
|Z(pe)| = φ(p
e)
(k, φ(pe))
. (5.1)
Also, for n ∈ N, recalling the notation τ(n, p) from Section 1.1, we have
|Z(n)| =
∏
p|n
φ(pτ(n,p))
(k, φ(pτ(n,p)))
. (5.2)
We also note by Fermat’s little theorem and the Chinese remainder theorem that if a ∈ Z(q), then
a ≡ 1 (mod (Rk, q)), (5.3)
where Rk is as in (1.2). The congruence in (5.3) is the reason why we have the congruence condition
in Theorem 1.1 as we are restricted to those elements of A, which are coprime to W .
We will utilize the following definition.
Definition 5.1. Let q, s ∈ N. We say that (q, s) is a Waring pair if, for any A ⊆ Z(q) with
|A| > 12 |Z(q)|, we have sA = {a ∈ Zq | a ≡ s (mod (Rk, q))}.
Our aim is to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 5.2. (W, s) is a Waring pair for any s ≥ 8kω(k) + 2k + 2.
We conjecture that (W, s) is a Waring pair for some s = O(k), but we are satisfied with the
number of summands being o(k2), because the restriction estimate ( Proposition 4.3) gives us a
lower bound for the number summands that is of order k2.
One of the main reasons why we are able to solve the local problem is the fact that the Waring
pairs have multiplicative-like structure. This behaviour is captured in the following lemma.
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Lemma 5.3. Let q, r, s, t ∈ N and (q, r) = 1. If (q, s) and (r, t) are Waring pairs, then (qr, s+ t)
is a Waring pair.
Proof. Let A ⊆ Z(qr) with |A| > 12 |Z(qr)|. By the pigeonhole principle there exists a congruence
class a∗ ∈ Z(q) such that the set B := {b ∈ A | b ≡ a∗ (mod q)} satisfies |B| > 12 |Z(r)|. Let
n ∈ Zqr be such that n ≡ s+ t (mod (Rk, qr)). Since (q, s) is a Waring pair, we have that
n ≡ ta∗ + a1 + · · ·+ as (mod q).
for some a1, . . . , as ∈ A (Note that a ∈ Z(q) implies a ≡ 1 (mod (Rk, q)).) Since (r, t) is a Waring
pair, we also see that
n ≡ b1 + · · ·+ bt + a1 + · · ·+ as (mod r)
for some b1, . . . , bs ∈ B. Hence by the Chinese remainder theorem and definition of B
n ≡ b1 + · · ·+ bt + a1 + · · ·+ as (mod qr).
We are going to use this lemma to deal separately with
∏
p≤w
p∤k
pk and
∏
p≤w
p|k
pk parts of W .
5.1 Single moduli
In this subsection, we study the local problem in Zpk . For that purpose, we need the following
lemma that tells how the elements in Z(pk) are distributed in certain cosets of p · Zpk .
Lemma 5.4. Let p be a prime. For all a ∈ Z(p), we have
|{b ∈ Z(k)
pk
| b ≡ a (mod p)}| = pk−1−τ(k,p).
Proof. For c ∈ Z(p) set B(c) := {b ∈ Z(k)
pk
| b ≡ c (mod p)}. For b, c ∈ Z(p) and d ∈ B(c), we see
that bd ∈ B(bc). Hence |B(c)| ≤ |B(bc)|. Since Z(p) is a group, it follows that |B(b)| = |B(c)|
for all b, c ∈ Z(p). Furthermore |Z(pk)| = ∑b∈Z(p) |B(b)| and so |B(b)| = |Z(pk)|/|Z(p)| for all
b ∈ Z(p) and the claim follows from (5.1).
We will also need the following generalization of Cauchy-Davenport theorem from [COS19,
Theorem 1.1].
Lemma 5.5. Let n ≥ 1, and A1, . . . , An be finite, nonempty subsets of an abelian group G, such
that no Ai is contained in a coset of a proper subgroup of G. Then
|A1 + · · ·+An| ≥ min
(
|G|,
(1
2
+
1
2n
) n∑
i=1
|Ai|
)
.
Essentially this means that if G is finite and A ⊆ G satisfies the coset condition, then A is a
basis of order ⌈2|G|/|A|⌉ − 1.
Now we can prove the local problem for the prime power moduli.
Lemma 5.6. Let p be a prime. Then (pk, s) is a Waring pair for all s ≥ 8k.
Proof. Let A ⊆ Z(pk) with |A| > 12 |Z(pk)|. If p − 1|k, then we see by (5.3) that A ⊆ {a ∈ Zpk |
a ≡ 1 (mod pη(p,k))}, where η(p, k) is as in (1.3). Define
A′ = {a ∈ Zpk−η(k,p) | (apη(k,p) + 1 mod pk) ∈ A}.
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Since |A′| = |A| > 12 |Z(pk)| = 12pk−1−τ(k,p) ≥ 12pk−η(k,p) it follows that A′ does not belong to any
coset of a proper subgroup of Zpk−η(k,p) . Hence by Lemma 5.5 we get that
sA′ = Zpk−η(k,p)
for all s ≥ 4.
Similarly if p − 1 ∤ k, then |A| > 12 |Z(pk)| = 12pk−1−τ(k,p) p−1(k,p−1) ≥ pk−1−τ(k,p). Thus by
Lemma 5.4 A does not belong to any coset of a proper subgroup of Zpk . Again by Lemma 5.5 we
get that
sA = Zpk
for all s ≥ ⌈2|Zpk |/|A|⌉ − 1. By (5.1) and the definition of A we see that
⌈2|Zpk |/|A|⌉ − 1 < 2
pk
1
2φ(p
k)/(k, φ(pk))
≤ 4k p
p− 1 ≤ 8k.
Using Lemmas 5.3 and 5.6 we can already see that (W, s) is a Waring pair provided that
s ≥ ω(W )8k, but this is not sufficient as we want to have s = o(k2). This means that we cannot
use Lemma 5.3 too many times.
5.2 Large moduli
In this subsection, we deal with the local problem for k-coprime part of W . First we use Hensel’s
lemma to reduce the moduli of the problem to be square-free. Then we use a downset idea from
[Mat13, Section 4] to simplify the problem.
We start with the moduli reduction argument.
Lemma 5.7. Let e, s ∈ N. Let q be a square-free natural number with (q, k) = 1. If (q, s) is a
Waring pair, then (qe, s+ 2) is also a Waring pair.
Proof. Let A ⊆ Z(qe) be any set with |A| > 12 |Z(qe)| and let a ∈ Z(q). Then by the Chinese
remainder theorem and Hensel’s lemma (see e.g. [IR90, Proposition 4.2.3]) we have that the
equation
a+ bq ≡ xk (mod qe)
is soluble for all b ∈ Zqe−1 . Hence we can partition Z(qe) into sets a + qZqe−1 , where a runs
through all elements in Z(q). By the pigeonhole principle we have that for at least one choice of
b ∈ Z(q) it holds that |H | > 12qe−1, where H = (b + qZqe−1) ∩ A. Therefore 2H = 2b+ qZqe−1 .
Again by the pigeonhole principle there exists an interval I := (t, (t + 1)q] for some t ∈
[0, qe−1 − 1] such that |I ∩ A| > 12 |Z(q)|. Since (q, s) is a Waring pair we can now see that
2H + s(I ∩ A) = {a ∈ Zqe | a ≡ s+ 2 (mod (Rk, q))}.
Before we can use the downset idea we need some necessary definitions. Let n ∈ N and
a, b ∈ Zn. We write that a < b (mod n) if and only if there exist a′, b′ ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} such
that a′ < b′, a′ ≡ a (mod n) and b′ ≡ b (mod n). Let q be a square-free natural number. For
v ∈ Zq ∼=
∏
p|q Zp we define
D(v) := {b ∈ Zq | ∀p|q : 0 ≤ b ≤ v (mod p)}.
We say that the set A ⊆ Zq is a downset if D(v) ⊆ A for all v ∈ A. We also say that u ∈ Z∗q is an
upper bound for the element a ∈ Zq if a < u (mod p) for all p|q. We say that u ∈ Z∗q is an upper
bound for the set A ⊆ Zq if u is an upper bound of all elements in A. For A ⊆ Zq and p|q define
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the number of residue classes (mod p) that occur in the set A by r(A, p) := |{a ∈ [p] | ∃b ∈ A :
a ≡ b (mod p)}|. We define u(A) ∈ Zq such that
u(A) ≡ r(A, p) (mod p)
for all p|q.
The following lemma reveals us how the downsets can be used to analyse the size of sumsets.
Lemma 5.8. Let q be a square-free natural number. Let s ∈ N. Let A1, . . . , As ⊆ Z∗q . Then there
exist downsets A′1, . . . , A
′
s ⊆ Zq such that
|A′i| = |Ai|,
u(Ai) is an upper bound for A
′
i,
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s}, and
|A′1 + · · ·+A′s| ≤ |A1 + · · ·+As|.
Proof. Let p|q be a prime and write r = q/p. ForA ⊆ Zq and a ∈ Zr define sets A(a, p), A[a, p], A(p) ⊆
Zq such that
A(a, p) := ({a} × Zp) ∩A,
A[a, p] :=
{
{a} × {0, . . . , |A(a, p)| − 1}, if A(a, p) 6= ∅,
∅, otherwise,
A(p) :=
⋃
b∈Zr
A[b, p].
In other words the set A(p) has been constructed in a such way that it has the downset property
with respect to the coordinate p and it has same number of elements as the set A. Clearly
A(p)(a, p) = A[a, p]. We also define that ∅+A = ∅. We now see that
|A1 + · · ·+As| =
∑
n∈Zr
|(A1 + · · ·+As)(n, p)|
≥
∑
n∈Zr
max
a1,...,as∈Zr
∀i:Ai(ai,p) 6=∅
a1+···+as=n
∣∣∣A1(a1, p) + · · ·+As(as, p)∣∣∣.
Now using the Cauchy-Davenport inequality ([TV10, Theorem 5.4]) we see that
|A1 + · · ·+As| ≥
∑
n∈Zr
max
a1,...,as∈Zr
∀i:Ai(ai,p) 6=∅
a1+···+as=n
min
(
p, |A1(a1, p)|+ · · ·+ |As(as, p)| − (s− 1)
)
=
∑
n∈Zr
max
a1,...,as∈Zr
a1+···+as=n
∣∣∣A1[a1, p] + · · ·+As[as, p]∣∣∣
=
∑
n∈Zr
|(A(p)1 + · · ·+A(p)s )(n, p)|
= |A(p)1 + · · ·+A(p)s |.
Now the sets A
(p)
1 , . . . , A
(p)
s have a downset type property with respect to the p-coordinate.
Applying the same process to each remaining coordinates p′|q in turn and noticing that the process
does not forget the downsetness of already handled coordinates, we finally end up with downsets
with desired properties.
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Using the previous lemma and simple combinatorial calculations, we can prove the following
lemma.
Lemma 5.9. Let q be a square-free natural number with (q, k) = 1. Then (q, s) is a Waring pair
for all s ≥ 2k.
Proof. Let A ⊆ Z(q) with |A| > 12 |Z(q)|. For n ∈ N set σ(n) := |Z(n)|. By (5.2) we see that σ is
a multiplicative function. Let u ∈ Zq be such that
u ≡ σ(p) (mod p)
for all p|q. By Lemma 5.8 there exists a downset A′ ⊆ Z(q) such that |A| = |A′|, u is an upper
bound for A′ and |sA′| ≤ |sA| for all s ≥ 1. Note that sA′ is also a downset.
Now let S ⊆ Zq be the set of all elements that have the upper bound u. We see that |S| = σ(q).
We also have A′, u−A′ ⊆ S. From 2|A′| > |S| it follows that
|{u = a+ b | a, b ∈ A′}| = |A′ ∩ (u−A′)| = |A′ \ (S \ (u −A′))| ≥ |A′| − (|S| − |A′|) > 0.
Hence u ∈ 2A′. Since 2A′ is a downset, we see that D(u) ⊆ 2A′. Because kD(u) = Zq we have
that 2kA′ = Zq.
From Lemmas 5.7 and 5.9 we now get the following lemma.
Lemma 5.10. (
∏
p≤w
p∤k
pk, s) is a Waring pair for all s ≥ 2k + 2.
5.3 Conclusion
Combining the results from the previous subsections, we can now solve the local problem.
Proof of Proposition 5.2. Using Lemma 5.3 inductively with Lemma 5.6 to the primes dividing k,
we get that (
∏
p≤w
p|k
pk, 8kω(k)) is a Waring pair. The result now follows from Lemmas 5.3 and
5.10.
6 Mean value estimate
In this section, we will prove the mean condition (Proposition 4.1) required in the transfence
lemma (Proposition 3.9).
6.1 Mean value over g(b, N)
In this subsection, we establish a lower bound for Eb∈Z(W ) g(b,N), where g is as in (4.4).
Lemma 6.1. Let ǫ ∈ (0, 1). Then
E
b∈Z
(k)
W
g(b,N) ≥ (1− ǫ)δkA
provided that N is large enough depending on ǫ.
Proof. Let b ∈ Z(k)W and write
δb :=
|A ∩ (W · [N ] + b)|
|N(k) ∩ (W · [N ] + b)| .
Since |N(k) ∩ (W · [N ] + b)| ∼ σW (b)(WN)1/k/W we have that
|A ∩ (W · [N ] + b)| ∼ σW (b) (WN)
1/k
W
δb. (6.1)
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Note also that
∑
t≤x
t≡a (mod n)
ktk−1 ∼ xk/n. Hence
g(b,N) =
1
NσW (b)
∑
tk≤WN+b
tk≡b (mod W )
tk∈A
ktk−1
=
1
NσW (b)
∑
z∈[W ]
zk≡b (mod W )
∑
tk∈A∩(W ·[N ]+b)
t≡z (mod W )
ktk−1
≥ 1
NσW (b)
∑
z∈[W ]
zk≡b (mod W )
∑
t≤W
⌊
|A∩(W ·[N ]+b)|
σW (b)
⌋
t≡z (mod W )
ktk−1
≥ (1− o(1)) 1
WN
( W
σW (b)
)k
|A ∩ (W · [N ] + b)|k
≥ (1− o(1))δkb . (6.2)
Since, for any b ∈ Z(k)W ,
|N(k) ∩ [WN +W − 1]|
|Z(k)W |
= |N(k) ∩ [WN +W − 1] ∩ (W · N+ b)|+O(1),
we observe that
δA ≤ |A ∩ [WN +W − 1]||N(k) ∩ [WN +W − 1]|
= E
b∈Z
(k)
W
|A ∩ [WN +W − 1] ∩ (W · N+ b)|
|N(k) ∩ [WN +W − 1] ∩ (W · N+ b)|+O(1)
= (1 + o(1))E
b∈Z
(k)
W
|A ∩ [WN +W − 1] ∩ (W · N+ b)|
|N(k) ∩ [WN +W − 1] ∩ (W · N+ b)|
= (1 + o(1))E
b∈Z
(k)
W
δb. (6.3)
Thus by Hölder’s inequality, (6.2) and (6.3)
E
b∈Z
(k)
W
g(b,N) ≥ (1− o(1))E
b∈Z
(k)
W
δkb ≥ (1 − ǫ)δkA
for any ǫ > 0 provided that N is large enough depending on ǫ.
The lower bound in the previous lemma is essentially the best possible as in case A = {nk |
n ≤ δA(WN)1/k} one has g(b, δkAN) ≈ 1, for all b ∈ Z(W ), and so Eb∈Z(W ) g(b,N) ≈ δkA.
Using the previous lemma, we can now prove a similar result for Z(W ). Recall that
Zk = lim
m→∞
|Z(k)P (m)|
|{a ∈ Z(k)P (m) | (a, P (m)) = 1}|
.
Lemma 6.2. Let ǫ > 0. Let Zk be as in (1.1). Then
Eb∈Z(W ) g(b,N) > (1− ǫ)(ZkδkA −Zk + 1)
provided that N is large enough.
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Proof. Since g(b,N) = 1 + o(1), we see by Lemma 6.1 that
Eb∈Z(W ) g(b,N) =
|Z(k)W |
|Z(W )| Eb∈Z(k)W g(b,N)−
1
|Z(W )|
∑
b∈Z
(k)
W
(b,W )>1
g(b,N)
≥ (1− o(1))Zk Eb∈Z(k)W g(b,N)− (1 + o(1))Zk + 1
≥ (1− o(1))(ZkδkA −Zk + 1).
Next we present the following lemma about the size of Zk.
Lemma 6.3. Let k > 4. Then 1
ζ(k)
ζ(2k)
≤ Zk ≤ ζ(k − log2(2k))
ζ(2k − 2 log2(2k))
.
Proof. By (5.2) we see that
|Z(k)W |
|Z(W )| =
∏
p|W
|Z(pk)|+ 1
|Z(pk)| =
∏
p|W
(
1 +
1
|Z(pk)|
)
=
∑
d|W 1/k
1
|Z(dk)| .
Thus
Zk = lim
w→∞
|Z(k)W |
|Z(W )| =
∞∑
n=1
n square-free
1
|Z(nk)| .
Let n be a square-free natural number. By (5.2) we have |Z(nk)| = ∏p|n pk−1(p−1)(k,pk−1(p−1)) . Since
ω(n) ≤ log2 n for all n > 1, we have that kω(n) ≤ nlog2 k. Hence nk−1−log2 k ≤ |Z(nk)| ≤ nk. Now
it follows that
ζ(k)
ζ(2k)
≤ Zk ≤ ζ(k − log2(2k))
ζ(2k − 2 log2(2k))
,
because
∞∑
n=1
n square-free
1
ns
=
ζ(s)
ζ(2s)
for all s > 1.
The previous lemma implies that limk→∞ Zk = 1. Below we have table that illustrates us the
convergence of Zk.
k Zk k Zk
2 3.279 6 1.075
3 1.493 7 1.016
4 1.570 8 1.062
5 1.071 9 1.004
Values of Zk for some small values of k.
1Here log
2
n = logn/ log 2.
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6.2 Proof of Proposition 4.1
For the proof of Proposition 4.1, we need the following lemma that is essentially a generalized
version of the local problem.
Lemma 6.4. Let f : Z(W ) → [0, 1) be a function satisfying Eb∈Z(W ) f(b) > 1/2. Let s ≥
16kω(k) + 4k + 4. Then, for all n ∈ ZW with n ≡ s (mod Rk), there exist numbers b1, . . . , bs ∈
Z(W ) such that n ≡ b1 + · · ·+ bs (mod W ), f(bi) > 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s} and
f(b1) + · · ·+ f(bs) > s
2
.
Proof. Write M := Eb∈Z(W ) f(b). Let µ := maxb∈Z(W ) f(b), λ := 1 − µ and A := {b ∈ Z(W ) :
f(b) > λ}. Note that µ ≥M > 1/2 so that λ < 1/2 and A is non-empty.
We see that
M ≤ 1|Z(W )|
∑
b∈Z(W )\A
λ+
1
|Z(W )|
∑
b∈A
µ = λ
|Z(W )| − |A|
|Z(W )| + µ
|A|
|Z(W )| .
Hence
|A| ≥ M − λ
µ− λ |Z(W )| =
M + µ− 1
2µ− 1 |Z(W )| > M |Z(W )|,
since M > 1/2. Thus
|A| > 1
2
|Z(W )|. (6.4)
Now it follows from Proposition 5.2 that
s′A = {a ∈ ZW : a ≡ s′ (mod Rk)}
for all s′ ≥ 8kω(k) + 2k + 2.
Now let b ∈ Z(W ) be such that f(b) = µ and let s′′ ≥ s′. Then, for each n ∈ ZW with
n ≡ s′ + s′′ (mod Rk), there exist b1, . . . , bs′ ∈ A such that
n− s′′b ≡ b1 + · · ·+ bs′ (mod W )
and
s′′f(b) + f(b1) + · · ·+ f(bs′) > s′′µ+ s′λ = (s′′ − s′)µ+ s′(µ+ λ) ≥ s
′′ − s′
2
+ s′ =
s′ + s′′
2
.
Using the previous lemma we can now finish the proof of Proposition 4.1.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Since the condition δA > (1+ (3ǫ− 1/2)Z−1k )1/k is equivalent to ZkδkA−
Zk + 1 > 1/2 + 3ǫ, we see by Lemma 6.2 that
Eb∈Z(W ) g(b,N) > (1− ǫ)(1/2 + 3ǫ) > 1/2 + 2ǫ
provided that N is large enough depending on ǫ.
For b ∈ Z(W ), define
f(b) := max
(
0,
1
1 + ǫ
(g(b,N)− ǫ/2)
)
.
Provided that N is large enough depenging on ǫ, we have that f(b) ∈ [0, 1). We also see that
Eb∈Z(W ) f(b) ≥ 1
1 + ǫ
Eb∈Z(W )(g(b,N)− ǫ/2) > 1/2.
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Hence by Lemma 6.4, for all n ∈ ZW with n ≡ s (mod Rk), there exist numbers b1, . . . , bs ∈ Z(W )
such that n ≡ b1 + · · ·+ bs (mod W ), f(bi) > 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s} and
f(b1) + · · ·+ f(bs) > s
2
.
By definition of f we have that g(bi, N) > ǫ/2 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s} and
g(b1, N) + · · ·+ g(bs, N) > s(1 + ǫ)
2
+
sǫ
2
.
7 Pseudorandomness condition
In this section, we will establish the pseudorandomness of the function fb (Proposition 4.2). We
use the standard circle method machinery to do so.
Let us first introduce the Hardy and Littlewood decomposition. Let
Q := Nρ and T := N1−ρ (7.1)
for ρ > 0 to be chosen later. For a, q ∈ N and (a, q) = 1, write M(q, a) := {α : |α− aq | ≤ 1T }. Let
M :=
q−1⋃
a=0
(a,q)=1
1≤q≤Q
M(q, a).
If ρ is suitably small and N is sufficiently large, then T > 2Q2 and thus the intervals M(q, a) are
disjoint. Let also m = T \M. We call M major arcs and m minor arcs.
From (4.3) we have that
ν̂b(α) =
∑
n
νb(n)e(nα)
=
eW (−bα)
σW (b)
∑
z∈[W ]
zk≡b (mod W )
F (α, z), (7.2)
where
F (α, z) :=
∑
tk≤WN+b
t≡z (mod W )
ktk−1eW (αt
k). (7.3)
7.1 Minor arcs
In this subsection, we establish Proposition 4.2 in the minor arcs using Weyl’s inequality.
Lemma 7.1. Let α ∈ m. Then
ν̂b(α) ≪ρ,k N1−σ,
for some small σ = σ(ρ) > 0.
Proof. Let
f(X,α, z) =
∑
tk≤X
t≡z (mod W )
eW (αt
k).
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Trivially |f(X, z, α)| ≤ X1/k/W . Let λ ∈ (0, 1) to be chosen later. Using partial summation we
get that
F (α, z) = f(WN + b, α, z)k(WN + b)1−1/k −
∫ (WN+b)1/k
1
f(xk, α, z)k(k − 1)xk−2dx
= f(WN + b, α, z)k(WN + b)1−1/k −
∫ (WN+b)1/k
(WN+b)(1−λ)/k
f(xk, α, z)k(k − 1)xk−2dx +O((WN)1−λ)
Choose 1 ≤ q ≤ T , (a, q) = 1 such that |α − a/q| ≤ 1qT . Since α ∈ m, we have q > Q. We can
write
f(X,α, z) =
∑
u≤X
1/k−z
W
e(αW k−1uk + g(u)),
where g(u) is polynomial with degree at most k − 1.
Let q′ = q
(q,Wk−1)
and a′ = W
k−1a
(q,Wk−1)
. Then (q′, a′) = 1 and
|αW k−1 − a′/q′| ≤ W
k−1
(q,W k−1)
1
q′T
≤ W
k−1
(q,W k−1)
1
q′2
.
Now by Weyl’s inequlity (see e.g. the proof of [Ove14, Proposition 4.14]), for any ǫ > 0,
f(X,α, z)≪ǫ,k
(X1/k
W
)1+ǫ( W k−1
(q,W k−1)
1
q′
+
W
X1/k
+
W k−1
(q,W k−1)
W k−1
X1−1/k
+
q′W k
X
)σ
,
where σ = 12k−1 . By (4.1) we have that W = o(logN). Since q > Q, we also see by (7.1) that
q > Nρ. Thus, for X ∈ [(WN)1−λ,WN + b], we have
f(X,α, z)≪ǫ,k X(1+2ǫ)/k(N−ρ +X−1/k +X1/k−1 +X−1N1−ρ)σ ≪ X
1−σ′+2ǫ
k ≪ N (1−σ
′+3ǫ)
k
for some σ′ = σ′(ρ) > 0 provided that λ is sufficiently small depending on ρ. Hence
F (α, z)≪ǫ,k N1−σ′′
for some σ′′ = σ′′(ρ) > 0 provided that ǫ is small enough depending on σ′. The result now follows
from (7.2) and (7.3).
By summing the geometric series (see e.g. [Nat96, Lemma 4.7]) we see that
1̂[N ](α) ≪ ||α||−1 ≪ N1−ρ (7.4)
when α ∈ m. Hence we get the following lemma.
Lemma 7.2. Let α ∈ m. Then
|ν̂b(α)− 1̂[N ](α)| ≪ρ N1−ǫ
for some ǫ = ǫ(ρ) > 0.
7.2 Major arcs
In this subsection, our aim is to prove Proposition 4.2 in the major arcs. The result we will prove
is the following.
Lemma 7.3. Let α ∈M. Assume that (b,W ) = 1. Then
|ν̂b(α) − 1̂[N ](α)| ≪k,ǫ w−1/k+ǫN
for any ǫ > 0 provided that ρ is sufficiently small depending on k.
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Let us first introduce the following two auxiliary functions that we will use to tackle the
pseudorandomness in the major arcs.
Gb(α,N) :=
∑
tk≤N
tk≡b (mod W )
ktk−1eW (αt
k) (7.5)
and
Vq(a, b) :=
∑
h (mod Wq)
hk≡b (mod W )
eWq(ah
k).
The function Gb(α,N) is called the generating function. Our first goal is to prove an approxi-
mation lemma for the generating function.
Let
S(N) :=
∑
tk≤N
tk≡b (mod W )
eWq(at
k).
We see that
S(N) =
∑
h (mod Wq)
hk≡b (mod W )
eWq(ah
k)
∑
tk≤N
t≡h (mod Wq)
1 = Vq(a, b)
N1/k
Wq
+O(Wq). (7.6)
The following lemma approximates the generating function in the rational numbers.
Lemma 7.4. Let a, q ∈ N. Then
Gb(a/q,N) =
Vq(a, b)
Wq
N +O(WqN1−1/k)
Proof. Using partial summation we see that
Gb(a/q,N) = S(N)kN
1−1/k −
∫ N
1
S(t)(k − 1)t−1/kdt
= k
Vq(a, b)
Wq
N − Vq(a, b)
Wq
∫ N
1
(k − 1)dt+O(WqN1−1/k)
=
Vq(a, b)
Wq
N +O(WqN1−1/k).
Using the previous lemma we can now prove an approximation lemma for the generating
function for all real numbers.
Lemma 7.5. Let a, q ∈ N, α ∈ R and β = α− a/q. Then
Gb(α,N)− Vq(a, b)
q
∑
t≤N
t≡b (mod W )
eW (βt) = O(WqN
1−1/k + q|β|N2−1/k).
Proof. We can write
Gb(α,N)− Vq(a, b)
q
∑
t≤N
t≡b (mod W )
eW (βt) =
∑
t≤N
t≡b (mod W )
u(t)eW (βt),
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where
u(n) =
{
khk−1eWq(ah
k)− Vq(a,b)q if n = hk
−Vq(a,b)q otherwise.
By Lemma 7.4 we see that
U(X) :=
∑
t≤X
t≡b (mod W )
u(t)
= Gb(a/q,X)− Vq(a, b)
q
∑
t≤X
t≡b (mod W )
1
≪ WqX1−1/k.
Hence, by partial summation,∑
t≤N
t≡b (mod W )
u(t)eW (βt) = eW (βN)U(N) −
∫ N
1
U(t)
2πiβ
W
eW (βt)dt
≪ WqN1−1/k + q|β|N2−1/k.
The following lemma tells us that the rational exponential sum Vq vanishes for small values of
q > 1. This happens because of the w-smoothness of W . This is also the reason why we use the
W-trick in the definition of fb.
Lemma 7.6. Let a, b, q, k ∈ N be such that k ≥ 2 and (a, q) = (b,W ) = 1. Let ǫ > 0. Then
Vq(a, b) =

eW (ab)σW (b) if q = 1
σW (b)Oǫ,k(q
1−1/k+ǫ) if q > w
0 otherwise.
Proof. Follows from [Sal19, Lemma 21] and [Hua40, Theorem].
We record the following consequence of Lemmas 7.5 and 7.6 for later use.
Lemma 7.7. Let s > 2k. Then∫
M
|Gb(α,N)|sdα≪k σW (b)s(N/W )s−1
provided that ρ is small enough depending on k.
Proof. Let α ∈M(q, a) and β = α− a/q. By the definition of Hardy-Littlewood decomposition in
the beginning of Section 7 we have that |β| < 1/N1−ρ for ρ > 0. By [Nat96, Lemma 4.7] we see
that ∑
t≤N
t≡b (mod W )
eW (βt) ≪ min(N/W, ||β||−1).
Thus by Lemmas 7.5 and 7.6 we have that
Gb(α,N)≪ǫ,k σW (b)qǫ−1/kmin(N/W, ||β||−1) +N1−1/k+2ρ
for any ǫ > 0. Hence
Gb(α,N)≪ǫ,k σW (b)qǫ−1/k
{
||β||−1 if β ∈ [W/N, 1/N1−ρ],
N/W otherwise,
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provided that ρ is small enough depending on k. Therefore∫
M
|Gb(α,N)|sdα =
∑
1≤q≤Q
0≤a<q
(a,q)=1
∫
M(q,a)
|Gb(α,N)|sdα
≪ǫ,k σW (b)s
∑
q≤Q
q1+(ǫ−1/k)s
( ∫ W/N
0
(N/W )sdβ +
∫ 1/N1−ρ
W/N
||β||−sdβ
)
≪ σW (b)s(N/W )s−1,
provided that ǫ is small enough depending on k.
7.3 Conclusion
Now we are ready to finish the proof of Proposition 4.2 by tackling the major arc case.
Proof of Lemma 7.3. By (7.3) and (7.5) we have
Gb(α,WN + b) =
∑
z∈[W ]
zk≡b (mod W )
F (α, z) (7.7)
Using (7.2) and Lemma 7.5 we see that
ν̂b(α) =
eW (−bα)
σW (b)
Gb(α,WN + b)
=
eW (−bα)
σW (b)
Vq(a, b)
q
∑
t≤WN+b
t≡b (mod W )
eW (βt) +O(W
2qN1−1/k + qW 2|β|N2−1/k). (7.8)
As α ∈M(q, a), we have by (7.1) that q ≤ Nρ and |β| ≤ Nρ−1. Hence the error term in (7.8)
is O(N1−ǫ
′
) for some ǫ′ > 0 provided that ρ is sufficiently small depending on k.
When q > 1 it follows from Lemma 7.6 that
ν̂b(α) ≪ǫ,k wǫ−1/kN
for any ǫ > 0. By (7.4) we have 1̂[N ](α) ≪ ||α||−1 ≪ N1−ρ.
Hence it remains to analyse the case q = 1 in which case a = 0 and α = β. Therefore
1̂[N ](α) =
∑
n≤N
e(nα)
= eW (−bα)
∑
n≤WN+b
n≡b (mod W )
eW (nα),
so by (7.8) and Lemma 7.6
ν̂b(α) = 1̂[N ](α) +O(N
1−ǫ′).
Proposition 4.2 now follows from Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3 by choosing ρ to be small enough
depending on k.
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8 Restriction estimate
In this section, we will establish the restriction estimate (Proposition 4.3). We do it by using
Vinogradov’s mean theorem and ǫ-removal technique. The following lemma is a consequence of
Vinogradov’s mean value theorem.
Lemma 8.1. Let s ≥ k(k + 1) and ǫ > 0. Then
||f̂b||ss ≪k,ǫ Ns−1+ǫ.
Proof. Let X = (WN + b)1/k and t = k(k+1)2 . We see that
||f̂b||2t2t =
∫
T
|f̂b(α)|2tdα
=
∫
T
∑
n1,...,n2t
fb(n1) · · · fb(nt)fb(nt+1) · · · fb(n2t)
·e(α(n1 + · · ·+ nt − nt+1 − · · · − n2t))dα
=
∑
n1,...,n2t
n1+···+nt=nt+1+···+n2t
fb(n1) · · · fb(n2t)
≪k X2t(k−1)
∑
zi≤X
zk1+···+z
k
t =z
k
t+1+···+z
k
2t
1
= X2t(k−1)
∫
T
∣∣∣ ∑
x≤X
e(αxk)
∣∣∣2tdα.
Let J
(k)
t (X) denote the number of integral solutions of the system
xi1 + · · ·+ xit = xis+1 + · · ·+ xi2t, 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
with 1 ≤ x1, . . . , x2t ≤ X .
Now by a triangle inequality application (see [Pie19, Subsection 2.1]) and Vinogradov’s mean
value theorem ([BDG16, Theorem 1.1]) we have that
∫
T
∣∣∣ ∑
x≤X
e(αxk)
∣∣∣2tdα ≪t,k X k(k−1)2 Jt,k(X)
≪t,k,ǫ X
k(k−1)
2 X2t−
k(k+1)
2 +ǫ
≪ X2t−k+ǫ
for all ǫ > 0. Thus
||f̂b||2t2t ≪t,k,ǫ X2tk−k+ǫ ≪ N2t−1+ǫ/k.
Since |f̂b(α)| ≪ N , it holds, for any s ≥ 2t, that ||f̂b||ss ≪k,ǫ Ns−1+ǫ.
Next we introduce the ǫ-removal technique. The ǫ-removal can be done using Bourgain’s
strategy from [Bou89, Section 4], but here we use an alternative strategy that the author learned
from Trevor Wooley.
Lemma 8.2. Let s0 ≥ 1 be such that
||f̂b||s0s0 ≪ Ns0−1+ǫ
for all ǫ > 0. Then there exists γ ∈ (0, 1) such that, for all s ≥ max(s0 + γ, 4k + γ), we have
||f̂b||ss ≪k Ns−1.
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Proof. Let γ ∈ (0, 1) to be chosen later and write s′ = s0 + γ. Let
f ′(α) :=
1
σW (b)
∑
tk∈[WN+b]∩A
tk≡b (mod W )
ktk−1eW (αt
k). (8.1)
Since |f ′(α)| = |f̂b(α)| it suffices to bound ||f ′||s′s′ .
Define B := {α ∈ T | |f ′(α)| > N1−1/s′} and It :=
∫
B
|f ′(α)|tdα, where t > 0. Since∫
T\B
|f ′(α)|s′dα≪ Ns′−1,
it suffices to show that
Is′ ≪ Ns′−1.
By (8.1) and the Cauchy-Swartz inequality
Is′ =
1
σW (b)
∑
tk∈[WN+b]∩A
tk≡b (mod W )
∫
α∈B
|f ′(α)|s′−2f ′(−α)ktk−1eW (αtk)dα
≤ 1
σW (b)
( ∑
tk∈[WN+b]∩A
tk≡b (mod W )
ktk−1
)1/2( ∑
tk∈[WN+b]
tk≡b (mod W )
∣∣∣ ∫
α∈B
|f ′(α)|s′−2f ′(−α)k1/2t(k−1)/2eW (αtk)
∣∣∣2)1/2
Let
J :=
∑
tk∈[WN+b]
tk≡b (mod W )
∣∣∣ ∫
α∈B
|f ′(α)|s′−2f ′(−α)k1/2t(k−1)/2eW (tkα)
∣∣∣2
=
∫
α∈B
∫
β∈B
|f ′(α)|s′−2f ′(−α)|f ′(β)|s′−2f ′(−β)
∑
tk∈[WN+b]
tk≡b (mod W )
ktk−1eW ((α− β)tk)dαdβ
≪
∫
α∈B
∫
β∈B
|f ′(α)|s′−1|f ′(β)|s′−1|g(α− β)|dαdβ,
where
g(α) =
∑
tk∈[WN+b]
tk≡b (mod W )
ktk−1eW (αt
k).
By ∑
tk∈[WN+b]
tk≡b (mod W )
ktk−1 ≪ σW (b)N
we now see that
Is′ ≪ 1
σW (b)
(σW (b)N)
1/2J1/2 (8.2)
Let m and M be as in Section 7 with ρ > 0 to be defined later. We see that
J ≪ Jm + JM, (8.3)
where, for M ⊆ T,
JM =
∫
α∈B
∫
β∈B
α−β∈M
|f ′(α)|s′−1|f ′(β)|s′−1|g(α− β)|dαdβ.
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By Lemma 7.1 we see that, whenever α ∈ m,
g(α) ≪ρ,k σW (b)N1−δ,
for some small δ = δ(ρ) > 0. Since s0 > s
′ − 1, it follows from definition of It that
Is0 ≥ N (1−1/s
′)(s0−(s
′−1))Is′−1
and so by assumption Is0 ≪ Ns0−1+ǫ, we have
Is′−1 ≤ Is0N (1/s
′−1)(s0−(s
′−1)) ≪ǫ Ns′−2+ǫ+(s0+1−s′)/s′ ≤ Ns′−2+ǫ+(1−γ)/s′
for any ǫ > 0. Thus
Jm ≪ρ,k σW (b)I2s′−1N1−δ ≪ǫ σW (b)N2s
′−3+2ǫ−δ+2(1−γ)/s′ ≪ σW (b)N2(s′−1)−1 (8.4)
provided that 2ǫ− δ + 2(1− γ)/s ≤ 0. This is true if ǫ, 1− γ are small enough depending on δ.
Let us now turn to major arcs. Take ζ ∈ (2k, s′/2) and choose h such that s′2ζ+h(1− 1ζ ) = s′−1.
Then by Hölder’s inequality
JM ≤
( ∫
α∈B
∫
β∈B
α−β∈M
|f ′(α)|s′ |g(α− β)|ζdαdβ
)1/(2ζ)
×
(∫
α∈B
∫
β∈B
α−β∈M
|f ′(β)|s′ |g(α− β)|ζdαdβ
)1/(2ζ)
×
(∫
α∈B
∫
β∈B
|f ′(α)f ′(β)|hdαdβ
)1−1/ζ
.
Note that h > s′ since s′ > 2ζ. By Lemma 7.7 and definition of h we have that
JM ≪k (Is′σW (b)ζN ζ−1)2/(2ζ)I2(1−1/ζ)h ≪ (Is′σW (b)ζN ζ−1)1/ζI2(1−1/ζ)s′ N2(h−s
′)(1−1/ζ)
= σW (b)I
2−1/ζ
s′ N
(s′−1)/ζ−1, (8.5)
provided that ρ is small enough depending on k. Combining (8.2), (8.3), (8.4) and (8.5) we get
that
Is′ ≪k 1
σW (b)
(σW (b)N)
1/2
(
σW (b)N
2(s′−1)−1 + σW (b)I
2−1/ζ
s′ N
(s′−1)/ζ−1
)1/2
Hence
Is′ ≪k Ns′−1.
Proposition 4.3 now follows from Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2.
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